Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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MAJOR LEAGUE MEMORIES:
Breaking the heart of an 8 year old…
Written for Stoney
I loved the 1950 Tigers. They were in a 3-way race for the pennant for the whole season and
would have won it were it not for our catcher Aaron Robinson. The Tigers had a great outfielder
in Wertz, Evers and Groth. Wertz batted .309 with 27 homers. Evers .323, 21 homers, 11 triples
and a .997 fielding average. Groth .306 and played 157 games. The infield had Kell who batted
.340, Johnny Lipon .293, Gerry Priddy .277 with 26 doubles in 157 games and Don Kolloway at
first with .289. Houtteman, Hutchinson, Newhouser, Trout and Gray were great. The hole was
at catcher.
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–continued–
Robinson was in the words of my dad – “a dog.” You could have tolerated his .226 average if it
weren‟t for a bone head play in late September against Cleveland. With the bases loaded and
one out, an easy grounder was hit to first. Kolloway stepped on the bag removing the force play
and threw home. Robinson stepped on home and didn‟t tag the runner. Tigers lose and after
such a bone headed play couldn‟t come back to gain first.
Robinson‟s excuse – Jerome Kern, from the 1930 musical Roberta, “Smoke got in his eyes.”
There was a fire in Windsor and Robinson claimed he didn‟t see Kolloway touch first.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

Ambiguities
Remainder Interests
Future Interests
Standard on Appeal – Trust Terms Interpretation de novo

This 2½ page Opinion raise issues of importance and is correctly decided.
Patricia created a Trust; in the Trust she gave two farms to Richard, provided that if he sold the
farms half the proceeds should be payable to Jean. Richard sold one of the farms after Jean
passed away. Richard claimed the money, presumably on behalf of Patricia‟s Trust and Jean‟s
estate claimed the money.
The issue of fact was whether the interest granted by Settlor was personal to Jean and was
thereby extinguished at her death or whether it was not personal to her and left a remainder to her
estate. The trial court found that there was an ambiguity which it regarded as patent, that is, that
the Trust provision was capable of two constructions, “personal to Jean” or “not personal to
Jean.” The trial court conducted an evidentiary hearing and determined that it was personal.
The Court of Appeals, citing In re Woodworth Trust, 196 Mich App 327-328, said that when a
Trust is capable of two constructions it is patently ambiguous. Thus, the ruling of trial court was
sustained. The Court of Appeals believed two interpretations were possible and sustained the
trial court.
The Court of Appeals makes a good observation in its second footnote. The court says that there
was no future interest vested in Jean, because a future interest is one in real estate and there was
no chance that Jean could have ever obtain possession – only the proceeds of sale. The Court of
Appeals makes another observation that proper draftsmanship would have said either “and her
heirs” or “so long as she is living.” A lesson for the drafter.
QUERY: The court does not address the plurality of the word „farm.‟
construction mean that both farms would have to be sold?

Wouldn‟t a strict

What would have happened if intestacy would have been created because of the trial court‟s
construction? Would then the presumption against intestacy have had any effect influencing the
lower court as to its finding on intent, even with the evidentiary hearing?
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